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Ebony Commerce: Setting the Stage for Positive Change
In November 2011, Taylor Guitars, an

plan to help the employees of Crelicam and

industry-leading guitar manufacturer, and

their Cameroonian partners improve their

Madinter, an international distributor of

processes. This would enable them to offer

musical instrument woods, assumed owner-

customers a value-added ebony product

ship of Crelicam, S.A.R.L., a major ebony

and increase the value of the nation’s ebony

mill in Cameroon. The Taylor-Madinter

resource even further. The plan would also

partnership was established as a separate

address Cameroon’s high rate of unemploy-

holding company, known as TLM.

ment and widespread poverty by eventually
generating more jobs and helping to elevate

Laws like the U.S. Lacey Act and the EU’s

the standard of living for employees.

FLEGT regulations had prompted TLM to
search for legal supplies of ebony. TLM’s

Last year TLM shared this management

vision as a supplier extended even further

blueprint for Crelicam in a book (“Crelicam,

to also embrace ethical and sustainable

Ebony and the Future”) that was distributed

practices. Since taking over the operation,

to Crelicam employees, ebony clients,

TLM has been committed to transforming

government officials, environmental orga-

the way ebony is harvested, processed and

nizations, and other parties. This follow-up

sold. Areas of focus have included:

report highlights the significant improvements that have been made since then.

Overcoming inefficient harvesting pracL–R: TLM partners Vidal de Teresa Paredes and Bob Taylor

tices in the forest

While much hard work lies ahead, a solid
foundation for greater success has been

Improving basic milling practices

firmly established. Together, everyone in
the ebony supply chain, from tree cutters

Building consensus with local forestry
communities

to Crelicam employees to purchasers of
musical instruments around the world, can,
with the cooperation of the Cameroonian

Fortified by Taylor’s expertise in wood pro-

government, benefit from this model of

cessing and employee training, and Madint-

responsible social forestry for generations

er’s experience as a distributor (and a past

to come.

Crelicam client), TLM developed an action
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“With many populations
of high-value tropical tree
species in decline, it has
never been so important for
companies to ensure that
sourcing of raw material is
done responsibly and ethically. By doing so, a company
can help to guarantee the
survival of the very species
it relies upon for long-term
financial viability, and to
ensure continued access to
markets such as the U.S. and
the EU, which will be closed
to any company that cannot
prove that its sources are at
least legal.”
— Adam Grant
World Resources Institute

CRELICAM: TRANSFORMING THE EBONY TRADE
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D E M A N D

Reshaping the World’s View of Ebony
Ebony has long been a prized wood for in-

out of 10 according to Cameroon’s ebony

which Cameroonians can benefit for future

strument makers, who use it for important

cutters — contains this coloration. Because

generations.

components like fingerboards and bridges.

of the value discrepancy, and because

Cameroon is one of the last places in the

cutters have had no way of predetermining

In the early stages of TLM’s operation,

world where ebony can be harvested

which trees featured all-black wood, they

Taylor Guitars president Bob Taylor

legally, and Crelicam is currently the coun-

would simply cut down trees until they

personally visited many popular American

try’s biggest supplier.

found a black specimen, leaving the others

guitar companies who rely on ebony. Mad-

behind on the forest floor.

inter’s managing director, Vidal de Teresa

Over the years, black ebony has become

Paredes, did the same with his company’s

an industry standard, so much so that

Given the limitations of where ebony can

major ebony clients. Both gave detailed

ebony containing light-streaked variega-

be sourced and the substantial waste of

presentations to raise awareness of the

tion has commanded very little value in

leaving felled trees unprocessed, TLM

harvesting inefficiencies of the ebony trade

comparison, and is categorized separately

made the bold decision to pay ebony

and to explain the new vision of TLM for

as déclassé wood. But the truth is that the

cutters a much higher amount for the

Crelicam. Among their key points:

vast majority of ebony trees — roughly 9

déclassé wood. This would instantly multiply the available supply tenfold and greatly

Consumer acceptance of ebony var-

reduce waste, while providing economic

iegation would be easier to achieve if it is

benefit from the country’s rich natural re-

embraced by the entire industry together.

sources. By placing more value on ebony
that was previously déclassé, this posi-

Clients would benefit from a better

tion increases the value of the forests in

processed ebony product as Crelicam’s

which the trees grow. Working in concert

employees received more training.

with the government of Cameroon and
responsible landholders, Crelicam intends
to create a sustainable environment from
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The response was resoundingly supportive.

CRELICAM: TRANSFORMING THE EBONY TRADE

“There is no question that ebony is very scarce.
Scarcity of any species creates a trading environment
rife with abuse and illegality. Martin remains
committed to sourcing materials from companies
who clearly demonstrate that they do the right
things for the resource and the people to whom it
belongs, all within the confines of the rule of law.”
— Gregory Paul
Vice-President of Business Development
C. F. Martin & Co.

“The 10 to 1 cutting ratio was illuminating to a lot of
people. Almost every guitar company said, ‘Yes, we’ll
use that wood, no problem.’”
— Bob Taylor

I N V E S T M E N T

Employee Benefits, Tools and Training
One of TLM’s immediate priorities was
to improve working conditions for all

Company support for recreational
activities

employees. Throughout the past year,

mechanical, production and supply chain
management have helped Crelicam em-

considerable efforts were made in several

Another important investment in Creli-

areas to provide both value-added skills

cam’s operation is to provide the tools,

and quality-of-life enhancements for our

training and skills development to produce

employees. These included:

finished ebony products, and in turn,

in the U.S. has been updating Crelicam’s

provide value-added finished products to

milling equipment by making and trans-

Employee pay increases. Employees

ployees run the factory more effectively.
Taylor’s in-house tooling department

the clients of Crelicam. Taylor Guitars has

porting specialty machinery there to help

who handle the wood also received a

successfully implemented similar programs

employees process ebony more eas-

production bonus, while other employees

in other countries, such as Honduras,

ily. Taylor employees Jesus Jurado and

received a turnover bonus.

where several remote forest communities

Leandro Bailon traveled to Yaoundé to

have been trained to harvest and process

install all new guides for the mill’s existing

mahogany used for guitar necks; and in

bandsaws, and two new table saws were

Mexico, where Taylor built a factory and

recently made for the operation. Taylor is

trained Mexican employees to process

also building kilns that will enable employ-

wood, build guitar cases, and eventually,

ees to properly dry ebony.

Construction of an on-site cantina and
free lunch for employees every day
Service recognition. In accordance
with the labor laws of Cameroon, employ-

craft guitars. Resources provided to Creli-

ees were categorized properly based on

cam include:

they receive the pay to which they are

Several computers have been provided
for use among Crelicam’s management,

their years of employment, ensuring that
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and ongoing advice covering financial,

Technical teams from Taylor and Mad-

entitled. Bonuses (and pending medals)

inter have made multiple trips to Camer-

were given to employees with 10 or more

oon to share their milling expertise with

years of service.

employees. In addition, training sessions

along with Crelicam email accounts, to
facilitate communication.
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C O M P L I A N C E

A Framework for Legal, Ethical and Transparent Business
Crelicam is fully committed to operating

positive relationships with non-government

legally, ethically and transparently. By

organizations (NGOs) and community

that specializes in modern traceability

working in cooperation with many orga-

leaders; and international government rela-

tools featuring GPS-based technology,

nizations, both governmental and non-

tions.

to track woods from their source through

governmental, the company has sought
to help shape best practices in the area

the supply chain. A small-scale pilot study
Operating in accordance with interna-

testing these tools with ebony trees is be-

of responsible harvesting, precise mill-

tional trade laws. This included working

ing planned for 2013 in collaboration with

ing techniques, and the enforcement of

extensively with CITES and relevant man-

MINFOF. The technology has the potential

environmental provisions. Since assuming

agement agencies worldwide to ensure

to be an effective solution for broader-

ownership of Crelicam, TLM has de-

legal importation and exportation. Doing

scale traceability of ebony.

voted considerable resources to ensuring

so enabled the company to successfully

compliance and acting in a transparent

clarify that Diospyros crassiflora Hiern is

manner. Initiatives include:

not a CITES-listed species, thereby reduc-

financial audit from KPMG, an international

ing the paperwork and lead time in which

audit, tax and advisory firm, in the spirit of

exports can take place.

operating in the most transparent way pos-

Hiring a professional environmentalist,
Anne Middleton, to work and live fulltime in Cameroon as Environmental and
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Partnering with Helveta, a company

Commissioning Crelicam’s first-ever

sible.
Working with Cameroon’s Ministry

Community Relations Manager. Middleton

of Forestry and Wildlife (MINFOF) to

previously worked with U.S. government

understand and recommend modifications

officials in Washington, DC and was

to Cameroon laws to set the stage for

instrumental in funding and implementing

transformation. This includes collaboration

the Lacey Act. She handles issues of legal-

with local NGOs and UFA (forest manage-

ity, traceability and sustainability; building

ment unit concession) owners.

Championing Cameroon’s responsible
forestry commitment to the world.

CRELICAM: TRANSFORMING THE EBONY TRADE

“Taylor Guitars sets the bar for responsible tropical timber procurement not
just by using traceability systems, such as Helveta’s CI World, to provide full
transparency and legality assurance along the chain of custody for the wood
mahogany that is manufactured into guitars, but also by working alongside,
and investing in, local forest communities to ensure that they benefit directly
from the local timber trade. Helveta is proud to provide its software to assist
Taylor Guitars in its sustainable procurement commitments in Honduras
and now in Cameroon.”
— Philip Briscoe
Director of Marketing and Strategic Alliances
Helveta

“The United States Embassy Yaoundé is proud to have provided assistance
to Taylor Guitars and its Spanish partner [Madinter] during their purchase
of two Cameroonian ebony-processing factories. We were happy to advise
Taylor on the business climate in Cameroon, introduce company representatives to Cameroonian officials, and host a dinner at the Ambassador’s
residence in honor of Bob Taylor. At the dinner, Bob met government and
non-governmental organization officials who could assist with Taylor’s efforts in Cameroon. We applaud Taylor Guitars’ efforts to improve employee
working conditions at the factories, and its determination to institute less
wasteful and more ecologically sustainable use of ebony. We believe by fostering Cameroon-U.S. business initiatives, we not only improve income for
American companies, but the livelihoods of many Cameroonians as well.”
— Robert P. Jackson
U.S. Ambassador to Cameroon

C O M M U N I C A T I O N

Sharing the Crelicam Story with the World
One of the keys to building success in

has occurred since Taylor and Madinter

Cameroon is sharing the Crelicam story

took ownership of Crelicam:

around the world. Spreading awareness
brings many benefits:

Anne Middleton, Taylor and Madinter’s
Environmental and Community Relations

Greater customer demand for legally
sourced ebony products
Jobs and prosperity for Cameroonian
communities involved in the ebony trade

Manager, has begun posting regular blog
reports from Cameroon.
September 8, 2012 was declared Bob
Taylor Day by the County of San Diego to
honor his achievements, and his work in

Positive public relations for the Camer-

Cameroon was noted.

oonian governmental agencies that provide
the framework to support legal forestry

The Taylor Insider, an email newsletter
with a subscriber base of over 200,000,

The long-term potential for greater

has promoted the Crelicam initiative, linked

economic investment in Cameroon from

to Bob Taylor’s video, and also linked to a

foreign companies

Crelicam photo gallery on the Taylor website.

Taylor Guitars has leveraged its industry
leadership position and multiple-platform

As a result of Taylor’s public relations

communication resources to promote

efforts, several major stories about Creli-

the Crelicam story. Already it has made a

cam have been published in major U.S.

strong positive impact among consumers.

news outlets, including The Los Angeles

Here is a sampling of the outreach that

Times, The Miami Herald, The Huffington
Post and The New York Times, to name a
few (see opposite page).
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“Black is No Longer Beautiful for Guitarists” — Robert Remington, June 15, 2012
Taylor talks about the streaked ebony as “the truth of the forest.” He has made it his mission to convince
guitar players that colour imperfections in fingerboards, which do not affect sound, are proof of sustainably
harvested ebony.
This shouldn’t be a difficult sell. Most musicians are likely unaware that streaked ebony is even an option.
In our First World lives, we merely take what the manufacturers sell, and assume it’s ethically sourced. I suspect
most musicians will accept streaked fingerboards as a thing of beauty, not a flaw…. Flawed? Not in my mind.

A brand identity is

I can’t wait to get my hands on one.

being developed and
promoted for Crelicam.
A logo has been designed
(shown above). Branded
signage has also been
built for the mills, and
company stationery has

“Futureproofing Your Brand? Start by Stopping” — Marc Stobier, July 17, 2012

been printed (below).

Taylor’s deep understanding of the ebony supply chain and his pioneering work in making striated ebony
desirable to consumers is a lesson in creating sustainable business and brands. This deeper thinking builds
resilient, futureproof brands. And moves us closer to a sustainable business model.
Well played, Bob Taylor.

Quartier Odza Borne 12 B.P. 35 080 Yaounde - Cameroun | Tél: + 237 99613328 | Fax: + 237 96941079
RC/YAO/2010/B/M45 | N° Cont: M039900011454 F | N° Cnps: 1/9410301/T
Quartier Nkolbikon 1

“Taylor Guitars Buys Ebony Mill, Pitches Sustainable Wood” — Ron White, May 31, 2012
Taylor is the guitar manufacturer’s president and its design specialist; Listug is chief executive and the
financial specialist. They and a Spanish partner see more than just a business opportunity, Taylor said — they’re
working to change how ebony is harvested and processed.
They’re also taking on what may be an even more difficult task: convincing guitar buyers that variations in
wood color, often perceived as flaws, are actually signs of sustainably harvested ebony.
“The people of Cameroon can’t afford the luxury for us to be this picky,” the professorial Taylor urged customers in a video posted on the website of the El Cajon, Calif., guitar maker. “Let’s embrace what the forest
can offer us right now.”
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jun/07/business/la-fi-taylor-ebony-20120607

Guy Sah Tamdjokam
Chef d’agence Bertoua

Crelicam, SARL
BP 35 080 Yaoundé Cameroun | P.O. Box 563 Bertoua Cameroun
Tél: +237 99920206 Direct: +237 99373982 guy.sah@crelicam.com

B.P. 563

Bertoua - Cameroun | Tél: + 237 96941082 | Fax: + 237 99373982

C O M M U N I C A T I O N
continued

The cover story in the summer 2012
issue of Taylor Guitars’ quarterly publication,
Wood&Steel, presented a six-page feature
on Crelicam. The publication’s circulation is
more than 200,000, more than half of which
represents owners of Taylor

guitars.Itis

printed in four languages (English, French,
Spanish and German) and distributed internationally. The story elicited considerable
positive feedback (see the sample letters on
the following page).
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Wood&Steel Letters
I recently purchased a new Taylor
because it sounded great and wasn’t

I was really taken in by the in-depth
showcase of your Cameroon ebony

Bob Taylor recorded

even thinking about the environ-

facility and the details about com-

a video in which he talks

ment or sustainability when I made

merce, harvest and sustainability that

about Crelicam, Cameroon

my investment. [This] is somewhat

Bob uncovered in his visits there.

and preserving ebony’s

ironic because, as an environmental

As an architect, I confront sustain-

future. The video has been

engineering consultant, I work with

ability decisions every day. While I

widely viewed on YouTube

numerous public and private compa-

have many supporters, I see plenty

(more than 75,000 views).

nies on environmental and sustain-

of manufacturers who would prefer

Bob has a strong reputa-

ability issues. I even write corporate

that this movement just go away, like

tion as an industry leader

sustainability reports for clients

a fad. That, or apply window-dressing

and innovator with great

to publish on their website. After

to improve appearances.

integrity and ethical charac-

registering my Taylor and receiving

I applaud your research in the field

my first issue of Wood&Steel, I was

to understand and react effectively to

completely floored by your article on

the lives and livelihood of the people

ebony and your sustainability prac-

in Cameroon, as well as the shrink-

tices to protect this resource. The

ing forests. It is only by this kind of

vertical integration of your operations

understanding that we are able to

and the foresight you are demonstrat-

do more than stop-gap measures

ing in gaining control of your supply

to protect our finite planet. I have

chain is inspiring and a great example

passed this story on to others who

of sustainability in practice. I have

appreciate the complexity of sustain-

posted a blog about your article and

ability, and they will appreciate a real

plan to share your efforts with my

success story. I own four guitars,

clients. Your story is great and should

each with uniform black ebony fret-

be heard by others! Thanks for think-

boards. I had no idea that all ebony

ing of the future and the enjoyment

did not grow this way! It is important

your product brings me!

work you are doing in your corner

– Wayne Bates, PhD, PE

of the world, and if I were to ever
obtain another guitar, I would seek a
distinctive, natural and unique look
to celebrate the diversity of ebony —
most likely a Taylor!
– Peter Saucerman

ter, and his messages carry
great weight.

The first Crelicam book
won Best in Category at
the prestigious Premier
Print Award Competition,
which recognizes the highest quality printed pieces
in various categories from
around the world.

C O M M I T M E N T
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Long-Term Investment in Cameroon
As a company, TLM understands the

mation of the nation’s ebony and the lives

lives. TLM remains committed to acting as

complex challenges that lie in the path of

of our employees. We sincerely believe

a champion of sustainable forestry and to

building a legal, sustainable and ethical

in the power of business and jobs to help

working in tandem with our Cameroonian

ebony sourcing operation in Cameroon.

people out of poverty. Cameroon desper-

partners to be a shining example of com-

With our deep commitment to our employ-

ately needs partners who both care about

mitment to healthy forests and investment

ees, the forests, the country of Cameroon,

the plight of its people and know how to

in Cameroon.

we are led by a vision to provide transfor-

use business to help people better their

E N D O R S E M E N T

Reflections From Employees and Partners

“
18

My name is Jean Luc Endezoumou, born
January 29, 1977 in Cameroon. I received a
diploma for the study of wood. I’ve worked
with Crelicam since the arrival of the first
Spanish ebony operator here in Cameroon
beginning January 13, 2000 when the mill
was in Sangmélima; I was the first production
manager and trainer for the company. As the
first ebony operator in Cameroon, Mr. Vicente
Mata only processed and sold the all-black
wood.
After moving the mill to Yaoundé, the
company was sold to a second owner [TLM].
The new management installed a new policy. It
works. Any kind of ebony, even if it has faults, is
used, and the working atmosphere has greatly
improved, all the way from the Director to the
hand-workers, as there is good dialogue in the
company.
The desire is to see our children working
in this great company, God willing, with lots of
development.

”

Jean Paul Ndzie Mvondo
Personnel Representative/Manager, Sharpener, Driver

“

I have worked at Crelicam since July 1, 2000. Over
the years we experienced great difficulty in all areas,
to the point where we were unable to take care of
ourselves and our children. Since the arrival of the
new owners, we are living well and there have been
many big changes. We thank you, and [hope] that you
continue along this path, as we could realize many
things, and an employee with over 10 years of work
at the company would be able to build a house for his
children. We promise good work and thank you for all
you do for us.

”

“When Bob Taylor first explained the improvements TLM was going make, many
employees were skeptical because other companies have come to Cameroon and
made promises that were never kept. But during one of my visits with employees,
I explained than I’m Mexican, live in Mexico, have been working for Bob for almost
20 years, and that he has always kept his word. He put a factory in my country. He
started very small, and now it’s a big operation with several buildings and lots of
machinery. There are hundreds of employees who are happy, produce a lot, and
make good money. He will keep his word in Cameroon. Already things have gotten
better, and I’ve been proud to come and share my knowledge of tools to make the
wood processing work easier.”
— Jesus Jurado
Tool and Machine Fabricator
Taylor Guitars
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